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Holiday season is upon us and that means some great movie poster auctions to help
fill those gift want lists.
Ewbank’s Auction
November 19th

Heritage Auction
November 20-21

The John Farmer Movie Poster
Collection includes Bond classics,
vintage horror, classic cinema and
many more modern posters.

Massive French 'King Kong' four-panel
among highlights in Heritage
Auctions' Movie Posters Signature
auction November 20-21.

eMoviePoster.com December
Major Auction - December 5th

Movie Poster Archives
Lagniappe Auction - Dec. 8-15

eMoviePoster.com’s December Major
Auction starts December 5th, is filled to
overflowing with true rarities!

The next Movie Poster Archives
Lagniappe Auction will be held
December 8-15, 2021. This auction
features extra material that we cannot
use for our archives.
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UPCOMING EVENTS/DEADLINES
Nov. 18

Ewbank’s Entertainment, Memorabilia & Movie Props Auction

Nov. 19

Ewbank’s John Farmer Movie Poster Collection Auction

Nov. 20-21

Heritage Auctions Movie Posters Signature Auction

Nov. 28

Ewbank’s Vintage Posters Timed Auction

Dec. 5

eMoviePoster.com’s December Major Auction begins

Dec. 8-15

Movie Poster Archives December Lagniappe Auction

Dec. 26

eMoviePoster.com’s December Major Auction ends

Dec. 27-30

Movie Poster Archives Special End of the Year Bulk Auction

Jan. 4

Ewbank’s Vintage Posters Timed Auction

LAMP’s LAMP POST Film Accessory Newsletter features industry news as well as product and
services provided by Sponsors and Dealers of Learn About Movie Posters and the Movie Poster
Data Base. To learn more about becoming a LAMP sponsor, click HERE! Add your name to our
Newsletter Mailing List HERE!
Visit the LAMP POST Archive to see early editions from 2001-PRESENT. The link can be found on
the home page nav bar under “General” or click HERE..

The LAMPPOST is a publication of
LearnAboutMoviePosters.com
Telephone: (504) 298-LAMP
email:
edp@LearnAboutMoviePosters.com
Copyright 2021- Ed & Susan Poole.
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The John Farmer Movie Poster Collection
Online Auction Ends November 19th
Ewbank’s Auction is currently hosting a fantastic collection of movie posters in an
online sale on their website right now.
The John Farmer Movie Poster Collection includes Bond classics, vintage horror,
classic cinema and many more modern posters.
You can bid any time until NOVEMBER 19TH when the auction will close lot by lot
from 12pm UK.

Here are some highlights. SEE FULL CATALOG HERE!

The Ladykillers (1955) British Quad

Dr. No(1962) British Quad

Psycho (1960) British Quad

Enter the Dragon (1973) British Quad
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The World's Largest Collectibles Auctioneer

Post-War Italian Poster as Rare as the 'Maltese
Falcon' Itself Lands at Heritage Auctions
Massive French 'King Kong' four-panel also among highlights in
Nov. 20-21 Movie Posters event
DALLAS, Texas (November 1, 2021) — An extremely rare Italian movie poster for a
film noir classic, along with artwork for a one-off James Bond spoof and a poster for
horror movie classic will vie for their shares of the spotlight in Heritage Auctions' Movie
Posters Signature auction November 20-21.
First up, the big one. Known to be the most prized and coveted Italian movie poster in
existence, The Maltese Falcon first post-war Italian foglio featuring Sergio Gargiulo
artwork (estimate: $30,000-60,000) is one of only a couple of copies to appear. Made
for the 1941 remake directed by John Huston and starring Humphrey Bogart, it
features text in Italian, the title being Mistero del Falco — un film Warner Bros ... con
Humphrey Bogart (and) Mary Astore (and) Peter Lorre. Measuring 39 by 27 inches,
the poster was made in an unusual orientation: horizontal instead of the standard
vertical.
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"This is, without a doubt, the true meaning of 'rare,'" Heritage Auctions Vintage Posters
Director Grey Smith said. "We have never seen an image before of this poster — the
Gargiulo artwork is jaw-dropping."
Another highlight in the auction is A French four panel for King Kong (estimate:
$40,000-80,000). This is an enormous (43-by-123-1/2-inch) French four panel that has
been sold by Heritage only once before in the last 10 years. Restored on linen, this
features the arresting work of artist C. Finel of the GB Hess workshop for the 1933
original. Posters from King Kong always generate interest and demand, especially
those — like the one offered in this sale — that rarely reach the open market.
Considering its size and the fact that it was printed 88 years ago, the condition of this
poster is hard to believe.

Next is a collection of three, four-fogli artwork renderings of stars of the original James
Bond spoof, 1967's Casino Royale, each carrying a pre-auction estimate of $12,00024,000.
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Featuring David Niven and Dahlia Lavi on one, Peter Sellers and Joanna Pettet on
another and Woody Allen and Ursula Andress on the third, each was created by the
legendary painter and poster artist Giorgio Olivetti, the artist known for creating
posters for important films that featured some of the biggest cinematic stars, among
them Charlie Chaplin in Luci della Ribalta (The Great Dictator), 1952, and John Wayne
in A Cavalieri dei Nord Ovest (She Wore a Yellow Ribbon), 1949, and La battaglia di
Alamo (The Alamo),1960. All of his Casino Royale posters in this sale are original
gouache, full-body images of the actors, each signed by Olivetti.

"The James Bond movie series is so established, and the original Casino Royale is a
reminder that it was ripe for satire all the way back in
Other highlights in the auction include, but are not
limited to:
• Return to Oz by Drew Struzan (Buena Vista,
1985). Very Fine+. Original Signed Acrylic Poster
Painting on Illustration Board (estimate: $40,00080,000).
• The Champion (Essanay, 1915) One
Sheet (estimate: $30,000-60,000)

• It Happened One Night (Columbia, 1934) One
Sheet Style B (estimate: $20,000-40,000)
• The Wizard of Oz (MGM, 1939) Half Sheet Style
B (estimate: $20,000-40,000)
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• The Bride of Frankenstein (Universal, 1940) First Release Italian 4 - Fogli O.
Grassetti Artwork (estimate: $20,000-40,000)

For images and information on all lots
in the auction, visit HA.com/7247.
Heritage Auctions is the largest fine
art and collectibles auction house
founded in the United States, and the
world's largest collectibles auctioneer.
Heritage maintains offices in New
York, Dallas, Beverly Hills, San
Francisco, Chicago, Palm Beach,
London, Paris, Geneva, Amsterdam
and Hong Kong.
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DECEMBER MAJOR AUCTION
BEGINS DECEMBER 5th
Our great December Major Auction starts December 5th, and is filled to overflowing with true
rarities, items that we have either never auctioned, or only auctioned once or twice, long ago!
See many preview items here: https://www.emovieposter.com/learnmore/?
page=consign_major#decemberconsign
We know that collectors have lots and lots of places where you can spend your money, and
we do all we can to treat you the best we possibly can on every single transaction, so that
you will want to choose us first over any other options! And of course we have no buyers
premiums, and we have the best customer service of any auction, and we always show you
unenhanced super-size images of every item, but you likely already know all that.
We just want to make sure that you are aware of just how great this upcoming auction is, so
that you can start saving your money NOW, because you are likely to find so many great
items in this auction that you will have trouble deciding which ones to bid on! Not only does
this collection include many incredibly rare and desirable posters, but it also includes many
affordable posters as well. Ours is one of the only major auctions without a "For Millionaires
Only" sign on the door!

Click on the above images to see much larger versions!
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Click on the above images to see much larger versions!
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DECEMBER MAJOR AUCTION
BEGINS DECEMBER 5th

Click on the above images to see much larger versions!
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we want to thank everyone who participated in our Halloween Lagniappe
Auction.
It was our 6th auction and since our first auction in March of this year, EACH auction
has been larger than the previous. AND we have been getting some fantastic
responses.
One collector wrote when she received her items that she had become addicted
to the MPA Auctions!
and one dealer (DS) stated, “I’ll continue to purchase as you cannot beat the
material nor the price.” And then added not to tell too many people though as
he didn’t want the competition.
So, we are very happy with all the responses!

And
- in December we have already scheduled shipments to arrive which
will exceed the ONE MILLION PIECES mark for items donated to MPA! We’re busting
at the seams (the auctions are helping tremendously in this regard – so again thank
you) and hopefully looking for larger facilities to expand early in the new year.
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And
, from a local and regional standpoint, with the pandemic subsiding, we
have scheduled our first exhibit January 8th - 29th. Our last exhibit was in January
2020 (shown below) just before the pandemic 2 years ago.

UPCOMING DECEMBER AUCTIONS
For December, we have not ONE but TWO auctions.
DECEMBER 8-15, 2021

Our next scheduled Lagniappe Auction will start December 8th and end December
15th. This auction features extra material that we cannot use for our archives. There
are tons of fantastic material from the 1940s to the 2000s, with such titles as
Casablanca, Field of Dreams, Dune, Cleopatra, the Jerk, Fantasia, Bambi, Bronco
Billy and lots more. If you haven’t been to one, come see what you’re missing DECEMBER 8-15
DECEMBER 27-30, 2021
Then, also put on your calendar, right after Christmas, December 27th -30th (NOT ON
OUR REGULAR WEDNESDAYS) we’re having our VERY FIRST “END OF THE YEAR
BULK SALE”!. And yes, there will be stuff for both Dealers and Collectors, but more
details about that in coming weeks.

So, come support the only NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION dedicated to the
preservation of movie paper AND take advantage of the excess material at
unbelievable prices AT THE SAME TIME!!
Thank you again for your support.
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NEW ADDITIONS TO WEBSITE

IT’S A WONDERFUL LIFE (1947) –
ORIGINAL HALF SHEET MOVIE POSTER
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ATTACK OF THE 50FT. WOMAN (1958) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET MOVIE POSTER

PINOCCHIO (R1954) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

THEM (1954) – ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

SITTING PRETTY (1948) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

SILENT RUNNING (1972)
– ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER
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GASLIGHT (R1982) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

TOBOR THE GREAT (1954) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET MOVIE
POSTER

MOULIN ROUGE (1952) –
ORIGINAL FRENCH GRANDE

SEND ME NO FLOWERS
(1964) – ORIG LOBBY
CARD MOVIE POSTER

SLEEPING BEAUTY (1959) –
ORIGINAL DISNEY ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

CREEPSHOW (1982) –
ORIGINAL FRENCH GRANDE
MOVIE POSTER

THE APARTMENT
(1960) – ORIGINAL
LOBBY CARD MOVIE
POSTER

HALLOWEEN (1978) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET MOVIE
POSTER

FUNNY GIRL (R1970’S) –
ORIGINAL FRENCH GRANDE
MOVIE POSTER

ROMAN HOLIDAY
(1953) – ORIGINAL
LOBBY CARD MOVIE
POSTER
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SPLENDOR IN THE
GRASS (1961) –
ORIGINAL LOBBY
CARD MOVIE POSTER

HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY
(1941) – ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

ABBOTT AND COSTELLO,
MEET DR. JEKYLL AND MR.
HYDE (1953) – ORIG. THREE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

ALIEN (1979) – ORIGINAL
ONE SHEET MOVIE
POSTER

A NIGHT TO REMEMBER
(1959) – ORIGINAL THREE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER
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THE MUMMY (1959) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

PATHS OF GLORY (1958) –
ORIGINAL THREE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

JAILHOUSE ROCK (1957) – ORIGINAL
ONE SHEET MOVIE POSTER

BANANAS (R1980) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

REVENGE OF THE JEDI (1982) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET MOVIE POSTER

THE RAVEN (1963) –
ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE
POSTER

SON OF PALEFACE
(1952) – ORIGINAL
ONE SHEET MOVIE
POSTER
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FRIGHT NIGHT (1985)
– ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

GOONIES (1985) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

QUEEN BEE (1955) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

LABYRINTH (1986) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

THE PRINCESS AND THE
PIRATE (1944) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER
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HOUSE OF WAX (1953) –
ORIG. ONE SHEET MOVIE
POSTER

CHEAPER BY THE
DOZEN (1950) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET

ABBOTT AND COSTELLO,
MEET THE MUMMY (1955)
– ORIGINAL LOBBY CARD
MOVIE POSTER

PATCH OF BLUE (1965)
– ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

THE GREAT ESCAPE (1963)
– ORIGINAL LOBBY CARD
MOVIE POSTER

WHATEVER HAPPENED
TO BABY JANE (1962) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

TOUCH OF EVIL (1958) –
ORIGINAL LOBBY CARD
MOVIE POSTER

MY DARLING
CLEMENTINE (1946) –
ORIG. DAYBILL MOVIE
POSTER

These are just samples of the many posters currently being
offered on Hollywood Posters (www.HollywoodPosters.com).
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DECEMBER MAJOR AUCTION
BEGINS DECEMBER 5th

Click on the above images to see much larger versions!
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THE "SECRET" IS OUT! Not only is eMoviePoster.com the premier source of great
and rare MOVIE posters (that REALLY sell to the highest of two real bidders), but we
are also rapidly becoming a top source for NON-movie posters as well!

Why? Because buyers of NON-movie posters (just like buyers of movie posters LOVE
our way of auctioning, with NO reserves or buyers premiums, honest condition
grading, unenhanced images, and more!
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FANTASY SERIES: PART 1
HOBBITS AND THE LORD OF THE RINGS
Peter Jackson directed the epic adventure films of author J. R. R. Tolkien's high fantasy works The
Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings. The Lord of the Rings is widely regarded as one of the greatest
and most influential film series ever made. A major financial success and is among the highestgrossing film series of all time with $2.991 billion in worldwide receipts. Each film was critically
acclaimed, with high praise for their innovative special effects, acting, set design, musical score and
emotional depth, and heavily awarded, winning 17 out of its 30 Academy Award nominations.
Jackson then went on to film The Hobbit as a three part film series. This week's fantasy collection
includes vintage posters from all six films as well as Ralph Bakshi's animated movie. We hope you
find something to add to your collection.

LORD OF THE RINGS:
THE FELLOWSHIP OF
THE RING
(New Line, 2001)
One Sheet, DS Advance,
Style D

LORD OF THE RINGS: THE
RETURN OF THE KING
(New Line, 2003)
Advance One Sheet
Gandalf Style

LORD OF THE RINGS:
THE TWO TOWERS
(New Line, 2002)
One Sheet, Teaser, Style A

LORD OF THE RINGS: THE
RETURN OF THE KING
(New Line, 2003)
Advance One Sheet
Gollum Style

THE HOBBIT: THE
DESOLATION OF
SMAUG
(New Line, 2013)
DS Advance One Sheet

THE HOBBIT: THE
BATTLE OF THE FIVE
ARMIES
(New Line, 2014)
DS Advance One Sheet
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LORD OF THE RINGS: THE
RETURN OF THE KING
(New Line, 2003)
Advance One Sheet
Artist: Julian Hills

THE LORD OF THE RINGS
(Warner Brothers, 1978)
French Grande
Artist: Mike Ploog
Vintage French poster

LORD OF THE RINGS: THE FELLOWSHIP
OF THE RING
(New Line, 2001)
Artist: Grzegorz Domaradzki
Limited edition screen print inspired by Peter
Jackson's epic fantasy trilogy "The Lord of
the Rings" based on the novel by
J.R.R.Tolkien. This 14 color Variant Edition
is signed and numbered by the artist.

FANTASY SERIES: PART 2
FANTASTIC BEASTS &
THE WIZARDRY OF HARRY POTTER
Harry Potter is a film series based on the novels by J. K. Rowling. The series consists of eight
fantasy films, beginning with Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone (2001) and culminating
with Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows – Part 2 (2011). A spin-off prequel series that will
consist of five films started with Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them (2016), and
Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of Grindelwald (2018) with a third film, Fantastic Beasts: The
Secrets of Dumbledore, scheduled to be released in 2022. This week's collection includes
poster from both series, including posters around the world. We hope you find something to
add to your collection. Enjoy!

HARRY POTTER AND
THE SORCERER'S
STONE
(Warner Brothers, 2001)
Advance One Sheet
Artist: Drew Struzan

FANTASTIC BEASTS AND
WHERE TO FIND THEM
(Warner Brothers, 2016)
DS Advance Bus Stop
IMAX style

HARRY POTTER AND
THE CHAMBER OF
SECRETS
(Warner Brothers, 2002)
DS Advance One Sheet
Artist: Page Wood
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HARRY POTTER AND
THE HALF-BLOOD
PRINCE
(Warner Brothers, 2009)
DS Teaser One Sheet

Rare IMAX Version

HARRY POTTER AND THE DEATHLY HALLOWS: PART 2
(Warner Brothers, 2011)
Swiss Billboard

HARRY POTTER AND THE
ORDER OF THE PHOENIX
(Warner Brothers, 2007)
DS Teaser One Sheet

HARRY POTTER AND
THE DEATHLY
HALLOWS: PART 2
(Warner Brothers, 2011)
DS Advance One Sheet

HARRY POTTER AND
THE DEATHLY
HALLOWS: PART 2
(Warner Brothers, 2011)
DS Advance One Sheet

HARRY POTTER AND
THE SORCERER'S
STONE
(Warner Brothers, 2001)
Advance One Sheet

No matter the style of vintage posters you collect, from movie, advertising, music, or contemporary
prints, Limited Runs has what you want! We also have a selection of unforgettable photographs in
our collection which include rare & never-before-seen images that are exclusive to us. If you are a
collector or just starting out, this is the place to start or to continue building your collection.
Limited Runs has teamed up with the most reputable photographers, artists and trusted art dealers
across the globe to bring you the highest quality, original, authentic and unique pop-culture
collectibles, fine art photography and other works of art. Our global mission is to beautify every room
in your home and office with art. All our posters are original -- We do not sell reproductions! Check
out our collections!

See The Entire Collection
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140+ New Acquisitions from around the world,
including KILLER OF SHEEP, 2001 A SPACE ODYSSEY,
Eastwood and Fellini
Dear Friends and Movie Lovers
Hello from Hollywood.
We have a really strong lineup of international posters
this month, particularly Japanese, Polish, Italian and
French designs. Among the latter are two exceedingly
rare posters for the legendary Charles Burnett film
KILLER OF SHEEP - a movie which saw almost no
distribution until 2007, 30 years after its debut.

Other highlights include the original Polish BLOW UP,
this French DIABOLIK, rare U.S. 40x60 posters for
CABARET and THE GRADUATE, plus Fellini,
Cassavetes, 2001, ROCKY and much more:
New Acquisitions
All BestMatthew McCarthy
Film/Art Gallery
The Saul Bass Archive
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Our mailing address is:
Film Art Gallery
6311 Romaine Street, suite 7106
Los Angeles, CA 90038
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We have been busy adding new stock to the website and we hope you enjoy the
wonderful vintage film posters we have for sale!
There really is something for everyone and if you're thinking of buying a special
someone a thoughtful present this Christmas we can recommend an original film
poster. It might be the persons favourite film or actor or the film that was released on
their birthday?
Please find a small selection of highlights that we have recently added to our website:

Curse of the Undead 1959 three sheet
Superb ghostly image of the undead horse rider
reaching out for his victims. Superb litho printing with
an eerie colour wash and even including a
stagecoach riding past the coffins and through the
graveyard for good measure. This is the first release
1959 Universal Pictures film poster.

Jaws 1975 Australian day-bill
If you fancy keeping a shark in your toilet this
may be the least painful option. Purchased
directly from a lady cinema owner in New
Zealand this wonderful litho printed Australian
day-bill is the ideal size to display. An iconic and
rare film poster.

Click here for more info

Click here for more info
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Easy Rider Special film poster 1969

Where Eagles Dare US one sheet 1969

First release cinema poster from 1969 for the film
"Easy Rider". Fantastic image from the film
picturing the Harley Davidson motorbikes
complete with Peter Fonda, Dennis Hopper and
Jack Nicholson. Most film posters for this film
sadly do not picture the motorbikes so this makes
this Special film poster a real treat for fans of the
film and the motorbikes.

Clint Eastwood, Richard Burton and Mary Ure
are pictured in photos from the film at the top
of the poster with a spectacular painted
image below of the action on the cable cars
of the castle of the Eagle. "Where Eagles
Dare" was released in 1969 and was still
filling cinemas in 1973 from whence this
specially designed film poster hails from.

Click here for more info

Click here for more info.

We are adding new stock onto the website
regularly so please visit us. Let us know if there is
a particular poster you are looking for - we may
have it in our extensive collection.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Fantastic and Vintage Sci-Fi!

Over 150 irresistible posters and photos on
mauvais-genres.com Tron, Star Wars, Back
to the Future, Harryhausen, Godzilla,
Ghostbusters, Sinbad, 2001...

The best way to go!
https://bit.ly/vintagefantasyscifi
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MOVIEART.COM AT PINTEREST
https://www.pinterest.com/movieartaustin/pins/

MOVIEART.COM
THOUSANDS OF POSTERS
GOOD, RELIABLE SERVICE
WE SHIP CAREFULLY
STAY SAFE!
KIRBY MCDANIEL
posters@movieart.com
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MovieArt Austin will sell NO
reproductions.
Kirby McDaniel
MovieArt.com
P.O. Box 4419 Austin TX USA
www.movieart.com
512 479 6680

FOLLOW MOVIEART
ON PINTEREST
https://www.pinterest.com/movieartaustin/pins/

FOLLOW MOVIEART
ON FACEBOOK
https://www.facebook.com/movieart.austin.texas/

FOLLOW MOVIEART
ON TWITTER
https://twitter.com/movieartaustin
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SAVE THE DATE!
FILM STOCKTAKES IN ZURICH will be held on December 12, 2021 and Movie Art
will have 8 tables offering everything that the cinéphile collector's heart desires:
Aushang photos (Lobby Cards), posters, postcards, figures, literature, programs etc.
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THE 2021 FALL POSTER
COLLECTION IS HERE
You can go straight to the BLOG here
Dear Posterophiles,
While I was working hard to find an idea for the BLOG #350 (I have indeed been
spamming most of your inboxes for over 350 consecutive times - a fact I am
eternally grateful to all of you for sticking with my prose), It dawned on me to go
for simplicity and praise a giant of a man whom we celebrated the birthday this week,
i.e. BURT LANCASTER.
Lancaster, self-dubbed 'The Grin", IS one of the few actors who belong to Hollywood's
regal class as he offered us so many classic movies between 1946 and 1990 in which he
displayed his bright smile, strong body and acting skills.
New York-born with Irish roots in 1913, Lancaster's first passion was the circus where he
perfected his musculature as an acrobat. He discovered acting during his stint in the
Army during WW2 and landed his first role right back in 1946 in The Killers, a thriller
which made him an instant Star.
His filmography includes so many tough dramas and Westerns, roles he is mainly known
for but internationally it is his role as Prince Salina in il gattopardo (The Leopard), a role
he fought for to shed his tough male actor stigma.
Like Kirk Douglas, an actor he filmed no less than 7 movies with, Lancaster launched his
own production company. However he didn't get Douglas' good fortunes as most of the
movies he produced went above budget forcing United artists to cut his very high salary
to sometime as low as $150k to recoup previous losses!!
Lancaster's liberal politics were a big factor in choosing roles or whom to play with. He
insisted on playing in John Huston's The Unforgiven to show a different side of the racial
indian issue that John Wayne and John Ford demonstrated so well though In The
Searchers (THE greatest movie ever made).
Lancaster was also one of the few Hollywood actors who marched along Martin Luther
King in Washington DC in 1963.
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A well known womanizer, Lancaster was married 3 times, had 4 children and won only
one Oscar in 1962 for Elmer Gantry (see below) despite being nominated 4 times in his
career.
He passed roles such as Dirty Harry or Moses in
Cecil B. DeMille's Ten Commandments (although
he did play Moses later in a TV movie). One of
the roles he fought hard for and didn't get though
was Don Corleone in The Godfather, once again
taken by his long time competitor, Marlon
Brando!
A stroke in 1990 left him paralyzed and unable to
speak till he passed away in 1994.
THIS WEEK'S BLOG (Click here) contains
fabulous posters from all around the world from
10 movies of this Hollywood giant and I hope
they will make you revisit his filmography.
Here is one of the posters that you will find in the
BLOG, i.e. the colorful and very rare large French
poster painted by Jean Mascii for the 1978
rerelease of Elmer Gantry featuring

WHAT'S NEW THIS WEEK?


NEW ITEMS: The 2021 FALL COLLECTION with 565 posters (many already sold
though) is in the NEW PRODUCTS section. Here is another curated selection of 20
posters that I hope will delight your eyes.

Burt Lancaster starred in so many Westerns yet he was never offered the role of Chris,
embodied so well by Yul Brynner, in The Magnificent Seven. Love the magnificent
portrait painted by Renato Casaro on the large 2 panel Italian poster for the late 1960's
rerelease of the classic movie.
Robert McGinnis designed no less than 6 James Bond movie posters between 1965 and
1974. Here is a rare large Japanese ad poster with a unique design for the 1974
episode, The Man With The Golden Gun.
KISS just cancelled their last tour. Other than the make-up and the great songs, one of
the many reasons the band's endured success is their genial marketing acumen, selling
so much merchandise from posters to caskets!. Here is a rare commercial poster printed
in 1977 known as Dragonhead.
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From the dragon we turn to a beauty whom we celebrated the birthday also this week,
i.e. Monica Vitti. Here she is fiercely looking on the Japanese poster for the 1982
rerelease of one of her many early classics, L'avventura

One of my favorite posters from the late 60's for many reasons is the one for Last
Summer. Barbara Hershey's bikini body of course but the design, the colors and overall
luminosity make this image so stunning, especially on the large 2 panel US poster (3
sheet).
But beautiful women should be careful about exposing her curves in the sun in exotic
places as you may end up being feasted on!!! Great German poster for the Italian
movie Eaten Alive (Mangiati vivi), one of the many cannibal movies that Italy produced
between 1978 and 1984.
One of the greatest French (and world) Noir Movies is undoubtedly Les diaboliques, the
threesome murder thriller directed by Henri-Georges Clouzot. The Italian insert poster for
the early 60's rerelease is another sublime painting by Renato Casaro.
The devil and death are key elements of Ingmar Bergman's 1957 masterpiece, The
Seventh Seal. The Japanese poster is probably the most vivid and stunning of all the
images created for the movie. Another ultrararity offered by the Gallery.
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Let's leave darkness for colors and joy with the magnificent painting by Bob Peak for
Sidney Poitier's 1968 romantic movie, For Love Of Ivy. Love it even more in the half
sheet poster format.
A Genius that I never tire of listening to is Prince, especially his live shows where he
always delivered the right note whichever instrument he was playing. Very rare concert
poster for the Belgian show of the Parade Tour in 1986.
Had Prince been born earlier and as he was known to bring beautiful ladies to dance on
stage with him, I'm quite certain he would have invited Brigitte Bardot to Come Dance
With Me (Voulez vous danser avec moi). Rare Japanese Ad poster with unique design.

Kim Novak is one of my favorite Hollywood
beauties and actresses. Here she is parading her
sensual frame on the very rare and very large 2 panel
Italian poster for the 1962 romantic comedy, The
Notorious Landlady. Art by Studio Bat.
Another beautiful lady, although of a more canine form,
is the one who made pasta slurping one of the most
erotic things to do on a dinner date. Rare colorful
Japanese poster for the 1976 rerelease of Walt
Disney's classic, Lady And The Tramp.
Among the many very very rare Fillmore concert
posters added is the first print edition (printed prior to
the show) of Led Zeppelin's second appearance at the
Fillmore West in 1969. The avocado image designed
by Randy Tuten is one of the most beloved of all the
Fillmore posters. He wanted to do a series of "fruits"
posters but alas that idea didn't come to fruition!
Paul Mann doesn't stop delivering incredible illustrations for movie classics. One of his
latest is this very limited edition print for Rambo's first movie, starring Sylvester Stallone.
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Another manly hero saving and pleasing damsels in distress yet revisited in Souperman,
the 1976 Sexploitation parody of DC Comics' main star. The one sheet poster is hardly
seen!!!!
Sophie Marceau is one of France's most beloved actresses as the country saw her
growing up on the screen from teen comedies to more adult dramas revealing both her
acting talents and superb curves. Rare Japanese poster with unique design (as usual)
for Mes nuits sont plus belles que vos jours.
Sophia Loren didn't need to disrobe in Arabesque, the 1966 spy thriller. Quite the contrary
as she wore some of her most amazing outfits including the mink coat magnificently
painted by Robert McGinnis on the rare half sheet poster. An iconic image of the Sixties.
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Another entry in the Quentin Tarantino soundtrack like limited edition prints by Aaron
Lea. This time for his first movie the gory violent thriller that Reservoir Dogs is.
As New York City just elected its new mayor, we hope and pray fervently he will get all
the goodwill and fortitude necessary to clean up the literal mess left by his predecessor
and bring back sanity, cleanliness and safety to the former Capital of the world
finally reopening next week to tourists from all around the world who are always amazed
by views such as the one of the Brooklyn bridge and Downtown Manhattan as shown on
this vintage 1960 Capital Airlines poster.



SALES: All our ON SALE posters are here.
* PINTEREST: You can all check all our thematic presentations on our
Pinterest boards here.
* Should you wish to be removed from this distribution list, please unsubscribe below
or let me know by return
* The Blog archives are now accessible directly here
* Any questions, just ask as it doesn't cost you to!
* Have a beautiful remainder of the weekend, be safe, enjoy life and rest and see
you soon for a new BLOG and more great posters from the 2021 FALL
COLLECTION.

Daniel @ ILLUSTRACTION GALLERY
email: daniel@illustractiongallery.com
Cell: 1 646 801 2788
www.illustractiongallery.com
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DECEMBER MAJOR AUCTION
BEGINS DECEMBER 5th

Click on the above images to see much larger versions!
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SPOTLIGHT ON OUR
LAMP SPONSORS
LAMP is celebrating 20 years online. This could not have happened
without the tremendous support of our sponsors.

FOUNDING SPONSOR
eMoviePoster

SPONSORS SINCE 2002
Dominique Besson

Heritage Auctions

Hollywood Poster Frames

Movie Art of Austin
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Movie Art of Switzerland

SPONSOR SINCE 2003
Channing Lyle Thomson

French Movie Poster

Original Poster

Unshredded Nostalgia
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SPONSOR SINCE 2004
Film/Art

Spotlight Displays

SPONSOR SINCE 2006
Cinema Retro

L’Imagerie Gallery

SPONSOR SINCE 2007
Moviemem Original Movie Posters
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SPONSOR SINCE 2009
Last Moving Picture Co./Hollywood Poster Auction

SPONSOR SINCE 2011
Illustraction Gallery

Simon Dwyer

SPONSOR SINCE 2013
Limited Runs

SPONSOR SINCE 2014
Ewbank’s
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SPONSOR SINCE 2015
Movie Poster Page

Movie Ink Amsterdam

The Vintage Movie Posters Auction Group

The Vintage Movie Posters Forum

SPONSOR SINCE 2016
Movie Poster Archives
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SPONSOR SINCE 2017
Picture Palace Movie Posters

SPONSOR SINCE 2018
Hollywood Posters

Mauvais-genres.com

Partners65 Vintage Movie Posters - Original Movie Stills

SPONSOR SINCE 2020
Silver Screen Collectibles
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